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Abstract 

‘How can photography as a medium be extended beyond realism to highlight recent feminist issues               
in New Zealand?’  

 

I am an artist exploring mixed media practices, including photography and video, from a feminist 
perspective. My aim is to stimulate debate and discussion in parallel with the contemporary 
#MeToo movement in NZ. My photobook droplet raises a necessary conversation in NZ society 
about sexual harassment in the corporate environment. It critiques these problematic behaviours 
with the aim of cleaning it up, and also symbolically articulates a counter narrative of 
empowerment. 

 

 

Figure 1 - Screenshot from a former project ‘Clean Clean’ (2016) by Sheryl Campbell 

In this exegesis I consider my choice of photography and the photobook as the medium for                      
my work. I discuss the male gaze, and the values that stem from it, and the strategies some 
postmodern art theorists have advocated to effect change. 

Four postfeminist artists, Yvonne Todd, Amalia Ulman, Sarah Lucas and Cindy Sherman,                        
were examined for their tropes, metaphors and representations which subvert the male gaze.                         
The common elements of humour and shock informed the ironic, playful and parodic approach 
within this project. Sophie Calle’s photobooks were closely examined for their materiality (table 1), 
and for how the covers, scale, layouts, typefaces and different paper-stocks amplify the stories she 
tells.  

Drawing from various media sources about corporate sexual harassment in New Zealand,                                 
I responded by photographing in a range of genres – still-life, botanicals, tableaux and cityscapes               
to create a narrative of sexual harassment, and an appropriate and subsequent counter response.  

Using this material I then created an installation in the gallery with the photobook supported by 
two simple moving image pieces and two framed prints. 
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Introduction 

In my Literature Review I posed the question – How and why should I create representations                            
of cruel acts using the mediums of photography and video? 

I am an artist using an activist approach (artivist) to challenge society’s values and counter                   
rape culture. Being part of the fourth wave feminist movement, my main themes are gender, 
objectification, sexuality and representation. My key issues are pornography, fantasy, violence                   
and consensuality, and problematic teenage sexual behaviours in today’s society. 
 
I examined newspaper and journal articles about historical and current worldwide feminist 
concerns and recent New Zealand cases of sexual violence. More online articles about 
objectification, pornography, fantasy and sexual violence showed problematic and                    
escalating links between these topics.  
 
I researched artists who make art about sexual violence and ways to counter the patriarchal male 
gaze. Academics including Rebecca Solnit, Caroline Korsmeyer, Maggie Nelson and Emily Newman 
were considered for the importance of making art that shocks people out of complacency in order 
to change societal values. I investigated practical strategies for creating subversive projects and 
examined the difficulty in exhibiting that work in the art gallery context.  
 
To conclude, the rise of the recent #MeToo and #TimesUp movements were discussed around 
challenging the behaviours of men in positions of power.  
 
 

A Pandemic of Violence 

Gender inequality is perpetuated through men’s violence towards women. Feminist writer                 
Rebecca Solnit claims that the global pandemic of violence perpetrated by men on women through 
rape, domestic violence and workplace sexual harassment is a system of control; with murder being                    
the ultimate means of controlling someone. In the US a rape is reported every 6.2 minutes and, 
throughout the world, violent crime is 90 per cent male. Solnit protests that people are reluctant             
to ask the question: “What’s the matter with manhood?” (Solnit, 2014) 

Australian journalist David Leser addressed these societal concerns and looked from the female 
perspective at the problem of autonomy and exclaimed: 

“I had absolutely no idea what women faced... to have to devise strategies each day,                      
often unconsciously, to just feel safe.” (Leser, 2018)                                                                                                                              

American colleges spend more time telling women how to survive predators than telling the                    
other half of their students not to be predators. Solnit argues the importance of confronting                   
these behaviours:  

“...this is a civil rights issue, it’s a human rights issue, it’s everyone’s problem, it’s not 
isolated, and it’s never going to be acceptable again. It has to change. It’s your job to   
change it, and mine, and ours.” (Solnit, 2014)                                                                                                   

https://www.orl.ucla.edu/safety/sexual-assault
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We have our own dreadful cases in NZ that mirror those from around the world. In 2012 the 
‘Roastbusters’ scandal surfaced – where high school youth had sex with underage girls and bragged 
about it online. (Papatsoumas, 2015) Around the country, high schools are still being confronted              
with cases of unconscious girls being raped and the sharing of it on social media. (Wright, 2017)  

But this dismal behaviour is not limited to teenagers. An example is butcher Sainey Marong (33) 
who in 2016 stalked Christchurch sex worker Renee Duckmanton (22), raped and murdered her, 
then set fire to her corpse. Marong had made hundreds of internet searches including: tracking               
a phone, chemicals kidnappers use, videos about raping girls, murders, killing with bare hands                  
and necrophilia videos. (Bayer, 2018 & Clarkson, 2018)                                                                                                     

At the Christchurch High Court the Crown prosecutor surmised Marong’s detailed searches proved               
his intent:  

"It would appear...that the defendant killed Renee to carry out a sexual fantasy or desire.                       
It is a clear inference from the fixation on necrophilia that this is what he was interested in." 
(Clarkson, 2018) 

Justice Cameron Mander concluded Marong's brutal crime was premeditated and predatory                        
and noted that, with strangulation, the body would be kept intact for necrophilia. (Bayer, 2018) 

In the Sydney Morning Herald, David Leser recognised the link with pornography and male violence 
and asked questions around porn statistics:  

"What happened to men that they support a $US97 billion porn industry that produces              
13,000 porn films a year (compared to Hollywood's 600 films), has 420 million porn web 
pages, and 68 million search engine requests for porn every day?”. (Leser, 2018) 

 
Pornography’s Influence 
 
British philosopher Evangelina Papadaki asserts that gender inequality is sustained by men's 
consumption of pornography and that "objectification (...) constitutes a serious harm to a person's 
humanity." Many teenage boys who have open access to internet pornography are getting an 
unrealistic view of sex that is very damaging. These onscreen idols are always sexually available,               
don't use condoms, like to be hit and choked, have anal sex and multiple partners. (Papadaki, 2012) 
Papadaki contends that pornography reduces women to objects to be used as tools and determines 
the dismal consequences:                                                                                                                              
 

“Pornography teaches its consumers that, not only is it permissible to treat women in these 
ways, but also that women, themselves, enjoy being used, violated and abused by men.” 
(Papadaki, 2012)                                                                                                                                  

 

In her book ‘Pornland, How Porn Has Hijacked Our Sexuality’ Gail Dines asserts that 88% of 
pornography is physically and emotionally violent towards women. Porn culture desensitises, 
requiring more hard-core, violent, sexist, and racist videos to be created. She argues it is a public 
health concern and we can no longer ignore it. (Dines, 2011) 
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Psychologists agree that these kinds of viewing habits lead to the physical, emotional and spiritual 
disintegration of the male's well-being. (Streep, 2014)  Many have come to view women as objects                
for their pleasure and value them only for their level of 'hotness'. Others report sexual dysfunction, 
and can't get aroused by an actual woman who isn't behind a screen and behaving like a porn star. 
(Arterburn, 2014) 
 
American professor, April Householder, portends women’s troubles with pornography are growing: 

 

“Sexual relationships with women have been influenced by porn and rape culture and               
extreme sadistic images, which may have once been considered degrading to women,                      
are now something that women are expected to buy into if they are to be considered                  
desirable or “hot”. (Householder, 2015) 

 
The damage of men linking sexual arousal to women’s sexual subordination deserves scrutiny. 
The eroticising of violence, and the representation of women enjoying it, is pervasive, potent,                  
and makes the social reality of a woman’s world a pornographic place to live in. Tellingly, when 
asked in a study to differentiate between women's accounts of sexual assault and porn film                  
scripts many men were challenged with finding any difference. (Tyler, 2018) 
 
 
Korean/German philosopher Byung-Chul Han takes a hard line against pornography.                                          
The commodification of sex into porn, together with the individual’s insistence on narcissistic 
gratification and increasing exhibitionism, lead to barriers with sexual intimacy and love. Han                              
is adamant the production of porn corrupts and profanes eros in these ways: 
 

“...pornography is eliminating erotic seduction, which toys with scenic illusion and deceptive 
appearances. In contrast, the erotic is never free of secrecy...Indeed, exhibition destroys any                   
and all possibilities for erotic communication. (Han, 2017)  
 
                                                                                                                

Porn smothers the flame of erotic yearning for the ‘Other’. Furthermore Han asserts that porn                           
is “bare life on display” and because it does not have a sexual counterpart, the desire is ultimately 
hollow: 
 

“Pornography derives its appeal from the anticipation of dead sex in living Sexuality.  What                   
is obscene about pornography is not an excess of sex, but the fact that it contains no sex at 
all.” (Han, 2017)           
                                                                                                      

Han warns: “to be dead to love is to be dead to thought.” The way through is to resist the 
consumption of porn and re-invent what love is - the commitment for what could be...in true 
romantic love. (Han, 2017) 
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Feminist Protests 

With previous art projects I have tackled problematic behaviours that could lead to rape.                              
I addressed people watching pornography in the privacy of their rooms versus what can happen 
later in the public sphere. My work is confronting. Some people who come across it are met               
head-on with their own inconsistencies and suffer shame or guilt, as they recognise that something 
they do in private has the potential to disturb others. On seeing the work some may experience               
an emotional charge, which can create a line of flight in their minds, causing them to re-evaluate 
aspects of how they behave.  

In 2017 I made a short documentary for my undergraduate degree titled ‘Standing in the Light’. 
Interviews were conducted with The Auckland Women’s Centre (appendix 1) and the Western 
Springs High School Young Feminist group which found these concerns were especially               
relevant for youth  

The protests, marches and rallies that took place with second and third wave feminism around 
female objectification, women’s agency and artistic expression are relevant to my practice.               
Figure 2 shows the Take Back the Night protest (2016) I filmed in Auckland where women              
and men marched to emphasise that women should feel safe outdoors at any time. 

                                                                                           
Figure 2 – Take Back the Night protest (2016) from ‘Standing in the Light’ (2017) by Sheryl Campbell 

Over the years feminist activists internationally have campaigned on a range of issues including 
women's suffrage, reproductive rights, maternity leave, equal pay, sexual harassment, domestic 
violence, and  sexual violence. Given the slow rate of change with feminist issues, many of these 
protests are ongoing. In The Washington Post, Miriam Berger recounted 10 women’s rights              
protest rallies in 2019 and lamented the lack of progress. 

It has been a year of loss and pain: the countless women killed by their husbands,                      
brothers and acquaintances; the tragedies of gender-based violence that occasionally 
generate international headlines before all too often fading from public memory.                                                                         
(Berger, 2019) 

However the #MeToo movement has been monumental in calling out the systemic power inequity 
endemic with sexual harassment and rape. It began in 2016 to raise awareness of the pervasiveness 
of sexual abuse in society and gained momentum following the 2017 allegations against US movie 
mogul Harvey Weinstein. (Leser, 2018) Early in 2018 the #TimesUp movement asked the public to 
make a stand against sexual harassment, assault and inequality in any industry. (TimesUp, 2018) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Women%27s_suffrage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reproductive_rights
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parental_leave
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equal_pay_for_women
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sexual_harassment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domestic_violence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domestic_violence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sexual_violence
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/suspects-in-hyderabad-rape-and-murder-are-shot-and-killed-by-indian-police/2019/12/06/0f235d56-17df-11ea-80d6-d0ca7007273f_story.html?itid=lk_inline_manual_8
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2019/12/05/an-investigation-found-pakistani-christian-women-being-trafficked-china-brides-then-officials-shut-it-down/?itid=lk_inline_manual_8
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The Boundaries of the Permissible 

European authors De Cauter, De Roo & Vanhaesebrouck insist artivist engagement is crucial                           
to bring about change. They urged artists to make subversive works that challenge, sabotage,              
undermine or overthrow authority. (De Cauter, De Roo & Vanhaesebrouck, 2011) And Dutch               
academic, Christophe Van Eecke, implored that artists do not require permits and urged                   
insurgence with their approach: 

“True subversion transgresses the boundaries of the permissible. It must be somehow, 
illegitimate, immoral or illegal. It must have an element of insurgence...Bottom line:                       
if you want some street cred as a subversive, you gotta take a risk... All it (takes is)                            
the courage to stand up and speak or act.”  (Van Eecke, 2011)    
                                                                                                                                                                  

 

An example of art which pushed boundaries is conceptual artist Cindy Sherman’s ‘Sex Pictures’ 
series (1992) where anatomically correct medical dolls were positioned in imitations of 
pornographic poses (Figure 3), which American editor Jan Avgikos insists critique the male gaze                   
and dislodges the feminine. Avgikos describes the photographs as interventional, through the 
display of plastic body parts “...macabrely animated in pantomimes of sexual fantasy...these grimly 
humorous vignettes deep throat the politics of pornographic representation”. (Avgikos, 1993) 

 

                                                                                                                    
Figure 3 – ‘Untitled #264’ (1992) from the ‘Sex Pictures’ series by Cindy Sherman 

 

American author Therese Lichtenstein believed Sherman’s images asked viewers to examine the 
grotesque and our fascination, disgust and repulsion we have with it. (Lichtenstein, 1993) 

Sherman’s objectives were to incorporate nudity without using her own body, as a reply to artist 
Jeff Koons’s pictures of himself and his porn star wife in explicit sexual poses, and as a rebuttal 
when the American NEA were debating censorship and asking “what constitutes obscenity in art?” 
(Cruz, Smith & Jones, 1998) Reflecting on Sherman’s work, American editors Cruz, Smith & Jones 
cite French philosopher Jean Baudrillard’s view of the role of pornography and art in today’s media 
saturated society: 
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“But what can porn do in a world pornographed in advance?...Except bring in added                  
ironic value to appearances? Except trip a last paradoxical wink – of sex laughing at itself         
in its most exact and hence most monstrous form, laughing at its own disappearance 
beneath its most artificial form?” (Cruz, Smith & Jones, 1998) 

 
Art About Rape 
 
It is one thing for an artist to make representations of pornography as a statement, but I asked                
myself whether artists should create depictions of cruel acts. I inquired into the work of Ana 
Mendieta, who was an art student at the University of Iowa in 1973 when a fellow student                     
was brutally raped and murdered, and recreated the shocking aftermath of the scene, using            
herself as the victim (figure 4).  
 

                                                                                                                                    
Figure 4 – ‘Rape Scene’ (1973) by Ana Mendieta 

With ‘Rape Scene’ (1973) Mendieta invited students and professors to her apartment to stumble            
upon her ‘corpse’ as detailed in the police report, effectively forcing their participation and evoking 
visceral reactions to the horror of sexual violence. (Nelson, 2011) 

The Art Story saw ‘Rape Scene’ as “...an example of performance art's ability to compel participation 
within the viewer as part of the overall experience.” Mendieta stayed in position for over an hour.                 
Her audience sat down and discussed her art statement in relation to the murder, providing them 
with an opportunity to process the horror and brought about a catharsis for many in the group. 
(Lopez, 2017) 

 

American writer Maggie Nelson acknowledged that art can be morally uncomfortable, but also 
exciting. She claimed one can register protest against cruelty without the need to sanitise art and 
surmises: “we can and should be shocked from complacency by artistic, literary and performative 
representations of violence.” (Nelson, 2011) 
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Susan Sontag, American writer, also acknowledged this dichotomy with the revolting versus the 
alluring and stressed the importance of being exposed to imagery that provokes strong reactions:  

“Let an atrocious image haunt us. The images say: This is what human beings are capable                       
of doing – may volunteer to do, enthusiastically, self-righteously. Don’t forget.”                     
(Sontag 2003)                                                                                                                                                 

By 2014 feminist issues around sexuality were being more firmly addressed, and Solnit proclaimed               
it was the “watershed year for women...a year of feminist insurrection against male violence.” In the 
past misogynists boasted about their behaviour, but now a growing number of men were engaging 
with feminist concerns. Solnit argues: “women can no more mitigate sexism without engaging men, 
than  people of colour can address racism without the participation of white people.” (Solnit, 2014) 

Artists were making statements to protest sexual violence at universities. An example is New York 
art student, Emma Sulkowicz, who was raped by a fellow student in her dorm-room bed and felt let 
down by the police and university’s response. She created ‘Carry that Weight’ (2014) lugging a 23 kg 
mattress every time she was on campus, making public the assailant’s rape perpetrated upon her 
(figure 5). The piece fluctuated between private and public, solitary and participatory, as other 
students, in solidarity, helped transport the mattress around the university. (Solnit, 2014)          

                                                            

                                                                                                 
Figure 5 – ‘Carry That Weight’ (2012) by Emma Sulkowicz 

 

Before graduating, Sulkowicz launched a Facebook page calling for a National Day of Action.                  
Multiple mattresses were transported around 100+ American universities for the ‘Carry that Weight 
Together’ (2014) protest. The project engaged men, with some carrying mattresses and marching            
with the women. (Svokos, 2014) In her final performance, Sulkowicz took the mattress to her 
graduation ceremony. These public performances made her burden tangible and have garnered 
widespread support and international attention. (Smith, 2014)                                                                                                                                                                             

Solnit declares Sulkowicz achieved her intent:  

“Sulkowicz’s activism made rape a visible burden and marked the return of shame to its              
rightful owner – the rapist.”  (Solnit, 2014)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/sep/02/-sp-campus-rape-prevention-yes-means-yes
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Issues with Censorship 

The matter of censorship was an important consideration for my projects to be exhibited in the 
gallery. Former director of Christchurch Art Gallery, Jenny Harper, discusses the problem with 
showing controversial work: 

“Art gallery directors most often walk on a tightrope, our judgements sometimes mediating 
colliding public values and perhaps also reflecting the levels of our confidence in the 
reliability and assuredness of key sources of funding...” (Harper, 2011) 

 

These parameters can make institutions cautious in their attitude and conservative in their 
approach. With censorship law, artists are free to make the work, but galleries are charged                    
with the responsibility of being the ‘publisher’ of art shown and need to defend the exhibiting                  
of any offensive material. A costly media strategy and public education program may be required.                    
It is a fine balance for galleries to keep on the right side of the law and to garner the public’s 
attendance. But Harper argues that showing this kind of work is important as it can change how 
society looks at issues. (Harper, 2011) 

However Harper was challenged by Christine Webster’s ‘Rapport’ (2010) film which explored             
sexual play and fantasies in long-term and long-distance relationships by web-cam and was part             
of her ‘Provocations’ (2011) exhibition (figure 6). Harper found it difficult to separate the 
boundaries between art, erotica or pornography and edited the piece down to a more palatable 
version for the viewing public.  (Harper, 2011) 

 

                                                              
Figure 6 – ‘Provocations’ installation (2011) by Christine Webster 

 

Curator Anne Kirker agreed ‘Rapport’ pushed the boundaries with pornography, but emphatically 
advised that it should be displayed, but only in a University or other “closed” environment, or with             
an R rating in a public space. Kirker advocates for a progressive society: “none of us want to return                
to the repression of the 1940s or 50s...” (Kirker, 2010) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christchurch_Art_Gallery
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American professor Dr Emily Newman claimed artists face further challenges when showing art 
about sexual violence; curators and gallerists are hesitant to exhibit work which challenges rape 
culture and an artist’s career can be threatened and their efforts dismissed. But Newman is 
adamant these kinds of taboo projects are vital and still advocates for elevation of the work in                   
the public arena:   

“By taking on such a risky subject matter...their works should be re-evaluated in terms                     
of social commentary...by drawing attention to the horrific nature of the crime itself they 
point to the systematic abuse and violation of women in society today...just because people                    
do not want to talk about rape, does not mean we shouldn’t. In fact, all the more reason 
these works need to be addressed and publicized.” (Newman, 2014)                        

Newman insists that by exhibiting art about rape, which instigates intense reactions, society                     
will change and rape culture will cease to exist. (Newman, 2014) It’s important to accommodate 
difficult or challenging projects in the public domain because, if we don’t, we’re diminishing the 
political role of art. Feminist art projects that challenge non-consensual behaviours are essential                    
to keep pushing for change. Recently the #MeToo and ‘TimesUp’ movements have succeeded in 
outing a number of predatory males in positions of power, in a range of industries.  

 

Oprah Winfrey’s rousing speech at the Golden Globe Awards (2018) addressed young women about 
these sexual harassment issues: 

"I want all the girls watching here and now to know that a new day is on the horizon. And              
when that new day finally dawns, it will be because of a lot of magnificent women…and               
some pretty phenomenal men, fighting hard to make sure that they become the leaders                  
who take us to the time when nobody ever has to say 'me too' again. For too long, women               
have not been heard or believed if they dared to speak their truth to the power of those men.                     
But their time is up. Their time is up." (Leser, 2018) 

And Australian journalist David Leser implored men to stand against the misogynistic assault on 
women and embrace these movements: 

“This moment calls for nothing less than listening to women, believing women, defending 
women, standing alongside women. This is not the time for men to play victim. This is the                 
time to allow the flood of women's pain and profound outrage to wash over us.”                      
(Leser, 2018)   

 

I’ve established there is a gap in New Zealand’s art galleries with artists’ works that critique                  
sexual violence in any way. However Auckland theatre venues have recently featured a number                 
of challenging shows that question rape culture. Perhaps New Zealand galleries are more interested 
in exhibiting art that sells, and so are less willing to show the kind of art that may trigger or offend 
some people. 
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My Past Projects 

How have I created art projects that critique these problematic societal practices? My past                   
Master of Creative Practice art projects offered testing assertions. ‘Dribbleglass’ (2017) (figure 7) 
illustrates the physical, emotional and spiritual disintegration to the male's well-being through the 
choices some men make in their viewing habits. Through camera technique, montage and editing 
methods, I achieved a metaphor for dissolution. 

 

    
                                                                                                                       
Figure 7 – ‘Dribbleglass’ (2017) diptych by Sheryl Campbell 
 
In the ‘Breathe Dolly Breathe’ (2018) video (figure 8) I made the parallel between the unconscious            
teenage victims in real life and the quiescent doll in the studio, alluding to how immature males 
may find the unconscious partner appealing as a result of the passive consumption of pornography. 
The video was a response to the aforementioned Roastbusters scandal, where youth perpetrated 
sexual acts on their intoxicated female ‘friends’. 

 

     
                            
Figure 8 – Screenshot from ‘Breathe Dolly Breathe’ (2017) by Sheryl Campbell 
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This video was shown at the Auckland Festival of Photography’s (2018) ‘The Visibility Paradigm’ 
exhibition. Art critic, Mary Macpherson, reviewed the video on Photo Forum’s website,                  
with this reading of the work:  
 

“Campbell takes power from the viewer who might otherwise feel they were having                      
a pleasant intellectual afternoon looking at art. Through our discomfort she successfully 
raises an important issue about the false power of pornography and its harmful 
consequences.” (Macpherson, 2018) 

 

While it was satisfying to make work that was hard hitting and confrontational, these                  
projects explored the boundaries of censorship and required age restrictions in the gallery.                   
Some women reported they found the work hard to watch, particularly when there were                 
male viewers in the room. This could lead to less public exposure and a resistance to my                 
projects in the future. 

 

My projects now take a nuanced approach; I am making work that is narrative based, more                  
layered and not so easily discernible. The new videos and photobook are slower to absorb and              
are more discreet while still allowing for confronting imagery; a permission that is more readily 
granted to literary forms. This new work still alludes to problematic sexuality, but the context                 
has shifted to what takes place within a corporate environment.  

 
Photography as a Medium 
 
Photography has the ability to be intense, visceral, and communicate complex ideas quickly,                   
and has long been considered evidence that something had happened. (Goldberg, 1991)                          
But photography began to lose its assumed authenticity with the advent of postmodernism,              
where art precepts were taken apart and re-assembled in different ways. (Kohler, 1995)                        
 
In my imagery I play with photography’s relationship to meaning and provide an ambiguous                 
truth. A documentary photographer cannot actually capture sexually coercive events; the 
perpetrator would feel exposed and stop if they noticed they were being recorded. Therefore                         
I have taken survivors’ accounts of sexual harassment situations and re-imagined scenarios in the 
studio. With my choice of photography as a medium, I draw on the perception of what may be real.                     
 

When depicting human suffering, photography’s realism commands us to see the cruelty 
perpetrated. Israeli photojournalist, Alex Levac, states the photographer should purposefully               
direct the camera at the victim’s distress: 

“The...moral duty of documentary photography is to call attention not to people's                     
human rights, but to their lack of rights”. (Levac, 2011) 
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The Male Gaze 
 
For centuries male artists have privileged the male gaze by exploiting women’s bodies at                           
the expense of their voices. Some painted rape scenes from fables, depicting them as romantic                          
and dramatic encounters for the betterment of society. (Langham-Hooper, 2020) 

In 1975 British feminist film theorist, Laura Mulvey, investigated the male scopophilic gaze   
revealing that imagery in our “patriarchal society” was informed by a “phallocentric order”.             
Mulvey stated it was either voyeuristic (gained satisfaction through sadism), or fetishistic                  
(gained satisfaction with beauty). Mulvey argues that most films put the viewer in a masculine 
subject position with the woman on screen as the object of desire, underpinning the concept of                 
the objectification of women. (Mulvey, 1975) 
 

Mulvey draws from Freudian theories citing:  

"scopophilia is one of the component instincts of sexuality...taking other people as objects, 
subjecting them to a controlling and curious gaze."  (Mulvey, 1975)      

I was looking for ways to oppose this traditional male gaze and create transgressive and subversive 
work so as to turn this oppressive mindset on its head. In my past videos I constructed spectacles                        
to attract the viewer in order to draw them in and deliver my message, taking inspiration from 
Mulvey's analysis of the final scenes in Hitchcock's film 'Vertigo':  
 

"The spectator, lulled into a false sense of security...sees through his look and finds himself 
exposed as complicit, caught in the moral ambiguity of looking." (Mulvey, 1975)     
  

                                                                                                                                 

                                                              
Figure 9 – Screenshot from ‘Dolly’ (2015) by Sheryl Campbell 

Figures 9 and 10 show screenshots from two moving image pieces I made titled Dolly and 
CleanClean, in order to critique the male gaze. They are both portraits of a particular time and  
place and are also a convergence of everyday life with the artificial world of real life automatons. 
They were filmed outdoors in Auckland, which allowed for an unassuming cast of characters to 
respond authentically to what they were witnessing. The subversive can be seen through my choice 
of a blowup doll as a prop in Dolly, where I directed the actress to drag it around in the public arena 
of Wynyard Quarter, Auckland.  
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Figure 10 – Screenshot from ‘CleanClean’ (2016) by Sheryl Campbell 

Art bears visual witness to a changing history. At the end of the 1960s, and throughout the 1970s, 
female artists began to question the principles of art and aesthetics, turning the art world upside 
down. They made it their agenda to challenge male domination and oppression, often creating 
subversive and transgressive performance pieces. Some of the work was confronting, critiquing 
standards of beauty that had been imposed on women for centuries, challenging society’s ideas                
of the female body and female roles. (Jones, 2003) (Koch, 1985) (MacNevin, 2015) 
 
British philosopher Christine Battersby advocated these transgressive strategies to subvert                      
the male gaze: 
 

It is only by adopting visual shocks that one woman can enable another to see with                                 
a doubleness of vision – irony, parody, anger, satire, humour, mimicry –In particular,                   
feminists need to disrupt the boundaries of the photographic frame that has been                        
used to aestheticise – and render harmless – images of female power. (Battersby, 1994) 

 
 
Recently feminist artists have produced compelling counter-narratives with performance art               
that highlighted sexualised threat and refused acquiescence. Often these projects used humour  
and referenced the grotesque, helping to switch perceptions about the violence in rape being 
actually just about sex. (Princenthal, 2019) 
 
American professor Carolyn Korsmeyer confirms the potent effect art has to change society:                                                                                                                                                                       

"Art and aesthetic qualities are … cultural products with considerable authority to frame              
and to perpetuate social relations and values". (Korsmeyer, 2012) 

However changing patriarchal views takes time (Solnit, 2014) but, as American artivist                         
Andrea Bowers asserts in Carrigan’s interview in The Art Newspaper, art can be an effective 
observer: 
 

“Art is slow—for that reason it helps us remember. It creates a visual history.”                                         
(Carrigan, 2019) 
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Feminist Art in the #MeToo Era 
 
In this postmodern era, the proliferation of imagery has broken down photography’s former              
elitism into a more democratic process. (Goldberg, 1991) New opportunities have opened up                   
for feminist artists to give voice to survivors and also to convey the psychological horror of                    
sexual abuse.  
 
Some illustrative photographers working on #MeToo stories have formed an aesthetic that                   
evokes gravitas rather than appeal, thereby averting the traditional male gaze. To infuse empathy 
for the survivors they often use straight on poses, making the subjects appear confident, dignified 
and solemn. The sitter’s demeanour suggests, “Look, this is me living my normal life, but putting up 
with something I shouldn’t have to”, sending a strong signal about accountability. Some dress in 
work clothes and stare directly down the lens to show anger and accusation (figure 11).                           
(Fallon & Frank, 2018)  
 

                                                                                                              
Figure 11 – ‘Brita McCollough and Brenda Ryan’ (2018) by Sally Peterson for The Huffington Post 
 
Other artists visualise the violence and conjure up unsettling scenes of carnage with allusions                  
to dismembered body parts, effecting disgust in the viewer. The abject boundary pushing 
perversion of the grotesque has the effect of dissolving power structures and claiming power                  
by literally ‘owning flesh and blood’. (Thakara, 2019) In droplet, several photographs feature 
realistic body parts which, removed from their normal context, become monstrous - as a means                
to shock the reader into perceiving strong consequences from the abuse of power.  
 
To destabilise patriarchal orthodoxies feminist artists are employing a range of strategies. In her 
essay ‘Reinstating Corporeality: Feminism & Body Politics’, Janet Wolff asserts that political action 
can be realised through the modes of deconstruction, post structuralism, and postmodernism                
as these disrupt and subvert existing regimes of representation. (Wolff, 1990) Furthermore Wolff 
advocates two practices: 
 

“By addressing the construction of femininity in the work itself, or incorporating the self-
reflexive commentary on the mode of representation employed”, an artist can ‘depropriate’            
the image to make progress towards a non-patriarchal expression of gender. (Wolff, 1990) 
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Additionally artists are processing their own painful histories, finding politically blunt ways                       
to express the ubiquitousness of sexual violence. My video ‘Surface Tension’ (2019) references                      
this behaviour in the corporate workplace, where a young woman arriving at her first day of work 
has to run the gauntlet of unspoken gender assumptions and evaluations. She stands unmoving                 
in a vitrine, as if frozen in the moment of just having arrived at the corporate reception. In the   
video blue goop dribbles slowly and incessantly down (figure 12), until the vase is filled and the    
‘new recruit’ becomes obscured, alluding to her voice being drowned out.  
 
                

                                                                                                                                                     
Figure 12 – Screenshot from ‘Surface Tension’ (2019) by Sheryl Campbell 
 
 
For droplet I drew from my personal experience as a teenage employee at an Auckland               
advertising agency. I had stayed briefly for after work for a drink. The next day the manager’s              
secretary pressured me to stay on longer at Friday night drinks. She spoke with excitement                
about the drunken behaviour, office relationships and orgies that would ensue. Then a work                  
associate confided she was recently infected with an STD from a married office paramour.                   
I felt sickened and left the company soon after.  
 
Both men and women can exhibit problematic sexuality. It concerns me that women can be 
groomed to accept these kinds of behaviours, and my art attempts to engage both men and             
women in the conversation. American professor April Householder refers to Lena Dunhum’s 
television series ‘Girls’ (2012-2015), which revealed the objectification of women in the                
“made-for- the-male-gaze sex scenes”. Dunhum demonstrated how women can often reject,                 
and also buy into, their own objectification, and how the men in their lives can influence their   
being captured by this patriarchal gaze. (Householder, 2015)  

The pending case against British socialite, Ghislaine Maxwell, who allegedly recruited, groomed                   
and trafficked minors for her former boyfriend and long time associate, American financier                   
Jeffrey Epstein’s, sex ring (Helmore & Townsend, 2020) may prove to be a fitting case in point. 
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Semiotic Analysis 

The semiotic loading of my imagery is important in communicating my message. To achieve an 
understanding of how this might work I analysed the feminist content in four artists’ works -  
Yvonne Todd, Amalia Ulman, Sarah Lucas and Cindy Sherman, and defined my aesthetic.                    
As in their work, the visual representation of props in my work is often ‘symbolic attributive’,                   
with images signifying meaning and identity. This helps bridge the distance between the         
photography’s communication of the narrative through each image, and also serves to hold                 
the story together from page to page and scene to scene, in the photobook. (Kress & van Leeuwen, 
2006)  

1. Yvonne Todd 

 
NZ photographer Yvonne Todd adopts a postmodern-feminist approach, referring to self                 
image and female identity in her work. She creates characters who often wear wigs, heavy                
make-up and false eyelashes (figure 13) to invent uneasy narratives, while also critiquing the 
pressure women undergo to live up to mass media ideals originating from the male gaze.  
(Leonard, 2005)  
 

                                                                                                               
Figure 13 - ‘Female Study (Silver)’ (2007) by Yvonne Todd           

 
Through making theatrical plays on the illusion of beauty and the nature of deception,                       
Todd’s photographs allude to not-quite-right scenarios. The subjects often wear odd clothing                 
and hold strange props, appearing psychologically disturbed, as if stuck in the melodrama of                   
their own private nightmares (figures 14 & 15). (Genista, 2014 & Stocker 2018) With her multi-
genre approach of portraits, still-life, landscapes and buildings Todd’s messages are not obvious.                 
Todd has revealed her artifice to be a “repulsion/thwarting system”, making photographs that                         
are “perfect, or purposely imperfect.” (Kavka, 2014)  
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Figure 14 - ‘Sandy Cube’ (2012)            &      Figure 15 - ‘Morton’ (2012) by Yvonne Todd    
 
Art critic Justin Paton expands: 

“Todd is less a deconstructor than she is a reanimator, with all the sci-fi and horror movie 
associations of that word. She stitches those pieces together at odd angles and sends them 
back into the world to cause trouble.” (Paton, 2008) 

 
I was drawn to Todd’s series ‘Bellevue’ (2002), where she sourced cosmetic counter sales                  
women and dressed them to pose for a normal working day. The tailored uniforms and  
understated accessories, together with perfect makeup and hair, befit the brand they represent 
(figure 16). However they project an intimidating sales front, bringing in a conversation about                              
the beauty industry’s monetary investment in constructions of femininity.                                                   
(Chitham, 2011 & Kavka, 2014). 
 
 

                                                                                                                                              
Figure 16 - ‘Clinique Consultant (3)’ (2002) from the ‘Bellevue’ series by Yvonne Todd 
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2. Amalia Ulman 

Argentinean artist, Amalia Ulman’s work refers to women who go to great lengths to make their 
online identities compelling for social media followers. To do this she takes on a range of fictitious 
personas, such as in Figure 17, where she foregrounds the corporate office environment. (Bowen, 
2018) Ulman’s work often refers to women constantly being observed. She is bold in exposing how 
some teenage women buy into pornography and create imagery of themselves that is degrading.                             
(Greenberger, 2017) 

 

                                                                                                                         
Figure 17 – ‘Privilege 1/14/2016’ (2016) by Amalia Ulman 

 

3. Sarah Lucas 

American installation artist, Sarah Lucas, displays a mischievous sense of humour in her exploration 
of sexuality and identity, by using everyday objects as gender representations that shock with their 
viscerality. Depicting genitalia with fruit and vegetables (figure 18) reveals her work as “caustic,             
yet joyful”. (Smith 2018)  

 

                                                                                                                       
Figure 18 - ‘Au Naturel’ (1994) by Sarah Lucas         
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4. Cindy Sherman 

In contrast, some of American conceptual photographer Cindy Sherman’s work is more explicit.                
Her extensive career explores a range of constructions around female identity, representations, 
culture and the body, where she photographs herself in a range of different guises to critique                         
the male gaze. (Cruz, Smith & Jones, 1998) In the ‘Centerfold’ series (1981) Sherman portrays 
herself as a victim, and the terror is disquieting and palpable (figure 19 & 20). 

 

                                                                                         
Figures 19 & 20 - ‘Untitled #91’ & #92’ (1981) from the ‘Centerfold’ series by Cindy Sherman 

In 1992 Sherman’s work took a darker twist with her ‘Sex Pictures’ series where she positioned 
anatomically correct dolls in imitations of pornographic poses (figure 21). These not only critiqued             
the male gaze, but dislodged the feminine. The photographs disclosed all the trickery of image 
making, yet the familiarity of the scenes drew the viewer in to examine the grotesque, and                    
then their fascination, disgust and repulsion with it. (Avgikos, 1993)  

                                                                                                                                           
Figure 21 - ‘Untitled #256’ (1992) by Cindy Sherman from the ‘Sex Pictures’ series 
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According to Lichtenstein, (in my opinion all four artists fit into this ideology) Sherman’s use of              
high art representation makes us enquire:   

“What lies behind our gaze? What is the relation between cultural formations of sexuality, 
gender, and censorship, and the interruption and transformation of those signs?”                 
(Lichtenstein, 1993)    

Finding patterns in the artists’ material provided feminist language, metaphors and symbols to 
enable deeper interpretations for my project. My own visual language refers to the hyper-real 
women seen in Todd’s photographs. Like Todd, my use of commercial photography’s slickness 
engages the viewer. Additionally, the pristine look of my stylised mannequins (more real than real) 
reinforces the women as being perfect, beautiful and fetishised objects for the male gaze.  

The theatricality of staging scenes, like Ulman, as if something is about to happen, or just happened, 
is an important aspect to my work. I required a photograph to represent a female employee’s 
emotions in the awkward situation of feeling trapped by a male in a senior role (figure 22). What 
was once innocent beauty is disrupted and now reads as creepy, dirty and sullied, as my narrative 
about sexual harassment progresses ominously through the book. 

 

                                                                                                                                            
Figure 22 – Still from ‘droplet’ 

By taking an ironically playful approach to photography’s capacity for life-like mimicry, I bring in 
elements   of humour. With the mannequins careful costuming and props, the reading is distilled 
into office employees frozen in an awkward and disturbing moment of time. Utilising a multi-genre 
approach, like Todd, creates more melodrama and provides a multifaceted storyline. (Kohler, 1995) 

I am interested in the complexity of thought that representations of sexuality can provoke. With       
my work I make references to nudity, and Sherman’s and Lucas’s tactics provided me with absurd 
examples in my portrayal of sexuality using body parts and objects. Like Lucas’s ‘Chicken Knickers’ 
(1997) I used a plucked chicken to allude to nudity and sexual violation. By photographing it out                   
of context and in the studio (figure 23) I transformed a raw chicken into potential emotional 
expression of surprise and sadness. 
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Figure 23 – Still from ‘droplet’  
 
I wanted to make an unpleasant image to exemplify the degradation and humiliation when                
sexual harassment takes place in office scenarios. The unpleasant viscerality of the liquid dripping 
down the mannequin’s face (figure 24) packs an unexpected blow for the viewer as seen in some                     
of Lucas’s work. The decapitated head adds more gravitas and reads into how these misdeeds                  
can have serious effects on women’s careers. 
 

                                                                              
Figure 24 – Still from ‘droplet’ 
 
The four artists’ tactics around shock and humour aided in making work that draws the audience in,                  
to hold the viewer’s attention for longer, and allow strong feminist messages to be taken in.                    
The usual readings of botanicals such as cactus and magnolias are interrupted and taken over                   
to engender subversion in my imagery. Towards the end of droplet a mannequin employs a fixed 
gaze at the lens (figure 25), to signify a calculated, dead-eyed, oppositional stare as she coldly                  
and deliberately cuts into the cactus. 
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Figure 25 - Still from ‘droplet’ 
 

 

 

My Art Practice 

                         

 Figure 26 – Intersection of my gazes 
 
My art practice lies within the intersections (figure 26) of my commercial photography skills, 
utilising a range  of photographic styles, constructing hyper-real theatrical scenes, and using                    
ready-mades as props (figure 27) and representations of body parts. With these intersections            
I push boundaries and employ shock and humour to engage the viewer. American professors 
Catherine Lutz and Jane Collins assert these 'lines of sight' can set up dynamic interactions and 
provide various viewpoints for understanding photographic narratives. (Lutz & Collins, 2003)  
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Figure 27 – Studio set-up and props 

I have conceptualised ideas for a photobook called ‘droplet’. droplet refers to the appalling 
behaviour in February 2018 when several students on internships at a top law firm (Appendix 2) 
reported having been sexually assaulted by senior partners. (Harris, 2018 & Gordon, 2018)                   
New Zealand’s media saw this as our first official #MeToo moment, following on from #MeToo                  
and #TimesUp in the USA, which outed a number of predatory males in positions of power in                        
a range of industries. (Scotcher, 2018)  

A NZ legal researcher promptly set up an anonymous #MeToo blog to provide a platform for 
survivors to come forward about their abuse and other gender inequities in the legal profession. 
(Lawton, 2018) The first-hand accounts of sexual harassment, referenced there, and in other news 
websites, helped me to re-imagine scenes and scenarios that I set up and photographed. I utilised    
a range of common photographic genres and tropes to create a narrative which, even though it had 
a political element, raised questions rather than provided easy answers. From this blog I took six 
survivor quotes and printed them at intervals through the photobook to convey the emotional pain 
endured.   

 

droplet Genres 

The range of photographic genres and tropes that create my narrative also bring elements of 
parody, pastiche, irony and realism to interweave and give a humorous, yet dark and serious, 
outcome to the work.  

 

1. Cityscapes taken from various Auckland locations anchor the photobook in a time and place.                   
By photographing at dusk, a dark and ominous mood pervades, to signify the so called             
happy hour at the end of the working day the time when Friday night drinks go awry.  
 

2. Interior scenes photographed through Auckland city office windows offer an authentic              
and psychological awareness of the vagaries of corporate working life.  
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3. Botanical pictures photographed in the studio and outdoors refer to female sentiments.  

 
4. Still-life table-top photographs, utilising commercial photography’s aesthetic slickness, 

engage the viewer and provide intrigue. 
 

5. Photographic tableaux, using the conventions of illustrative photography, re-imagine 
enactments and depict sexual harassment scenes in an office.  
 

6. On location a corporate ‘sick bay’ was set up in a Parnell apartment (figure 28), with                    
two mannequins standing in for forensic scientists who are investigating the evidence.  
 

                     

               Figure 28 – Still from ‘droplet’ 

                                                                                                          

7. At the end of the photobook, a self portrait appears of me as a sheriff.   

 

Refining the Limits of Reality 

The overarching aesthetic to my photobook is theatricality. My projects sit between playing                     
with the surety of life-like illusion, and pushing that line of believability, to create ambiguity                      
and provide interpretive insights. Canadian curator Lori Pauli writes about this territory: 

“Theatricality...invites viewers to participate in an imaginative engagement with   
representation itself and with the state of affairs in society in general. “(Pauli 2006)                                                                                 

I made plays between fact and fiction by using mannequins and dolls to represent people.                    
The idealised doll, the “all-girl girl” is fit for the “panoptical male connoisseur”. Fed by advertising 
and the fashion industry, her image colludes with the patriarchal male gaze and the projection                 
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of male desires. (Wolff, 1990) The mannequins attempt an unrealistic perfect beauty and embody 
the idea that they are acting out in their own strange psychological melodrama and disconnected 
from the world. The stiffness of the unmoving plastic connotes the awkwardness that pervades                
in situations where social boundaries are being pushed.  
 
In contrast the aesthetics in one of my two videos ‘Surface Tension’ (figure 9) increasingly distorts 
the perfection into a horror scenario. The incessant falling of the blue goop on the idealized and 
estranged Barbie doll implies loss of voice, leading to her complete loss of personal power until               
she is virtually drowned out. What began as pure and beautiful femininity becomes dirty and 
hideous through transgressive masculine input, having a similar subversive effect that UK art 
historian, Janet Wolff, describes as “the destabilising idealisations of female beauty”, which                    
she states can repel and realign the mechanisms of desire. (Wolff, 1990)  
 
Each item used in the photography and video shoots, including clothing props and accessories,               
are signifiers. The prefabricated plastic items refer to our consumer society; the mannequins                 
go so far to suggest that even the office employees are also expendable.  
 

With droplet I take an overtly sinister approach and, with my choice of props, the viewer is soon                  
left with little doubt that something bad is about to happen. Strategies such as not photographing 
the actual perpetrator, but only his shadow (figure 29), achieved some subtlety and created more 
ambiguity. Horror elements of dismembered eyes and teeth ramped up the theatre in my 
photographs. The bloodied arm featured later in the photobook refers directly to the male as 
having ‘blood on his hands’.  
 

                                                                                                                         
Figure 29 – Still from ‘droplet’ 

 
Plastic becomes fetishistic; the sublime is demolished and the kitsch embraced, bringing the 
postmodern present into the work (figure 230). (Kohler, 1995)  
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Figure 30 – Still from ‘droplet’ 
 

Narrative Inquiry 

I was looking to find aesthetic and conceptual solutions to the materiality that would amplify                 
and reiterate my portrayal of misconduct in the corporate environment. Six photobooks                       
by French photographer, Sophie Calle, (figure 31) provided a range of different narratives,                        
all presented differently in their execution. 

 

Figure 31 - ‘Appointment with Sigmund Freud’ (2005), ‘The Adress Book’ (2012), ‘Suite Venitienne’ 
(2002), ‘Take Care of Yourself’ (2003), ‘Double Game’ (2007) and ‘Exquisite Pain’ (2004) by Sophie Calle 

I was interested in Calle’s crossing of boundaries and thresholds of public vs private space, where             
she takes a transgressive and provocative approach, employing voyeuristic and intrusive strategies. 
(Neri, 2009) With some of her works described as a “parody of investigative journalism” (Krauss, 
2012) I found similarities with droplet, in the ways I play into reporting tropes with my re-imagined 
scenarios, chapter headings and actual quotes from survivors. 

In his book ‘Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man’ Canadian philosopher Marshall McLuhan            
states that: “the medium is the message.” (McLuhan, 1964) This is evident in Calle’s books, where 
the choice of materials often refers to the books’ themes; the cover, scale, layout, typefaces and 
different paper-stock choices can mimic a journal, a diary or a casebook to expand her stories.                
(The Art Story, 2019) (Roth, Aarons & Lehmann, 2017) The Narrative Inquiry data on Sophie Calle 
(Table 1) showed me how the six photobooks’ materiality reinforced each book’s narrative. 

https://www.lensculture.com/books/8349-sophie-calle-take-care-of-yourself
https://www.lensculture.com/books/8059-sophie-calle-double-game
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Table 1 – Data from Narrative Inquiry on six Sophie Calle photobooks 

   

                                         
Figure 32 - ‘Exquisite Pain’ (2004) by Sophie Calle 

A close reading on ‘Exquisite Pain’ (2004) (figure 32) revealed the book dimensions and materiality             
suggest a bible. The thick cover has a light grey sandpaper linen-type texture which feels scratchy 
and reads into the emotional pain Calle experienced after a painful breakup.  

The red foil title and red ink surrounding the pages bring to mind the brightness of blood spilled and 
dripping, emphasised by the red ribbon bookmark placed inside. The embossed telephone on the 
front forebodes the story inside. With the end-pages printed black, dark emotions are signalled.  

Calle’s paper stock in the first chapter titled ‘Before Unhappiness’ is textured lustre and features 
colour photographs to show her optimistic feeling at the start of her journey from Paris to Japan. 
On every photograph a red stamp mark counts down the days ‘Before Unhappiness’. Before the 
final chapter, the only double-page spread appears – a photograph of a red telephone placed on               
a single bed, as if it has just been used.  

Humorous mimicry 
of Sigmund Freud 
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In the chapter titled ‘After Unhappiness’ the pages are uncoated to reveal joylessness, as Calle              
had discovered by telephone that she had lost her love she had expected to meet at the end of her 
journey. Then the same telephone photograph is shown on the left side of every page until the end             
of the book, along with the story of her loss being told in a slightly different way, getting shorter               
and shorter with every page. Complete strangers’ stories of love, then painful loss, appear on the  
right-hand side of these pages. By the book’s end the text appears fainter and fainter until it can              
no longer be read, to indicate that Calle has finally processed her pain.  

Calle’s graphics and ruptures in “Exquisite Pain’ not only served to resound the telling of her story, 
but were also curious and inviting for the reader. In his book ‘Emotionally Durable Design’ (2005), 
Jonathan Chapman states that by periodically placing punctuated disruptions in a photobook, the 
viewer’s attention can be sustained. (Chapman, 2005) The photographs and words were arranged 
into a linear narrative which enabled the message to be easily deciphered. The pacing allowed for 
the seamless unfolding and resolution of the story’s end, confirming the medium and the message 
as congruent. (Roth, Aarons & Lehmann, 2017) 

 

droplet – Design and Materiality  

The various aspects of materiality and additional ephemera were considered for droplet (figure 33). 
With the decision to publish my photography in a photobook, I place the art (and its message)                
directly into the reader’s hands, effectively capturing the viewer’s attention. The photobook form,                       
having an individual relationship with the reader, can be repeatedly looked at, forward and back,                         
to more fully realise the message (Roth, Aarons & Lehmann, 2017).  

 

 

Figure 33 – ‘droplet’ cover  

 

 The dimensions are 18cm x 23.5cm and it has the approximate scale and weight of a legal diary. 
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1. The cover is a full-page vertical colour photograph showing the aftermath of a cleaning                
up event.  

2. The brownish-black background colour wraps around the book, making the back cover               
look seamless and minimalistic. 

3. On the spine the title and my name are a vivid red.  
4. The book is covered with a ‘soft touch’ laminate which feels like skin, revealing a personal 

and affecting narrative. 
5. A ribbon bookmark drops from the book, but the white colour does not draw attention                    

to itself. 
6. The end pages are printed bright magenta to give a distinctly feminine signal.  
7. The book is section-sewn with white thread and has a white hidden tail band at each                

end of the spine to give a solid finish to the binding. 
8. Chapter headings break up and fragment the photobook and also provide a framework                

for it; they are acerbic, in keeping with the photobook’s narrative. Some refer to corporate 
language, as in Procurement, Induction, Dispatch, while other headings allude to forensic 
science, such as Smudge, Imprint, and Antiseptic. 

9.  Typefaces were carefully selected. ‘Source sans pro’ was chosen for the droplet title for                  
its contemporary aesthetic. ‘Century gothic’ was selected to emulate the typeface and 
authority of legal documents. The ‘Calibri’ italic font seemed to have a personal feel and   
was used for the first hand quotes.  

10.  Six thick transparent pages were cut short top to bottom and display first-hand quotes                 
from survivors to overlay pivotal photographs throughout the chapters.  

11. A small graphic magenta droplet appears in the middle of the last page as the final punctum. 
12.  A full page outline of the happenings referenced is placed towards the end of the 

photobook, as an explanation of my project’s intention.   
 
 

Photobook Installation in a Gallery  

I then conceived an installation at Unitec to explore how the narrative of the photobook might   
work in relation to other media, including video and print. The different types of reading that                
‘still moving’ video, a photobook and still images offer in a space provides for further critical 
contemplation. With a gallery installation in mind I then created two simple moving image pieces                      
and soundwork, and two photographic prints for the exhibition. 

1. Two simple moving image pieces were filmed to be shown on two opposing television 
screens that are vertical in orientation. One features a Barbie doll - to represent                              
a young woman’s experience as she arrives on her first day of work (Surface Tension). 
The second uses both male and female dolls - to imagine the new recruit’s encounters 
thereafter (Fixed Position). 
 

2. A sound piece of an office party is unsettling, and creates a tension with the imagery                
in the videos. 
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Figure 34 – Mock up of photographs 
 
3. Two vertical photographs, featured in the book, hang on the wall (figure 34). One is a 

meter long and is mounted to the edges of a thin black frame. The other is a small print 
mounted on white matte board and displayed in a thick white frame at about A3 size. 

 
4. Viewers will stand to read the book. I have set up a simple installation with three                      

white plinths, of the same height, with the photobooks on top and beside white gloves.  
 
 

Still Moving Imagery 

In our globalised world, the proliferation of imagery through film and photography could                         
be criticised for turning everyday life into an endless stream of mindless living and spectacle.                            
With these information saturated times, many find the space reserved for critical contemplation                     
is increasingly harder to prioritise. But working with the hybrid space between still photography’s 
insistence on stasis and moving image’s play of motion, normalised aesthetic structures are 
dismantled. Still-moving imagery suspends movement, thereby disrupting the continuum                         
of non-engagement, creating an intervention where the viewer has space to be still in the                  
present and ‘pause for thought’. (Beckman & Ma, 2008) 

In their book ‘Still Moving’ Karen Beckman & Jean Ma suggest the potentiality of this moment:                     
“the hesitation between stasis and motion actually produces an interval in which rigorous thinking                
can emerge.” (Beckman & Ma, 2008) 

The ambiguity of the irresolvable encounter in still-moving imagery generates new lines of flight                    
in ideas. (Beckman & Ma, 2008) This is stimulated with ‘droplet’, where the photobook’s unfolding                   
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is punctuated with a turn of the page, and each photograph suggests a stop-motion action that                          
is taken at a high point in the progression of the narrative. 

In my two moving image pieces ‘Surface Tension’ and ‘Fixed Position’, the persistence of stasis, 
through the use of unmoving props, breaks down and simplifies the actions, while the repetitive, 
rhythmic motion of lighting or fluid serves to resound and amplify the acts/behaviours or 
consequences. The stillness of the Barbie dolls, as if in suspended animation, reinforces their 
emotional state as being trapped in the psychological horror of sexual assault. 

By harnessing the overlapping heterogeneity of photography and video, the combined mediums                     
relay more complexity, and open up permutational unfoldings for critical contemplation                        
(Beckman & Ma, 2008), as they do in my mixed-media installation - the photobook, framed 
photographs and moving image pieces with sound.  

 

Goals within my Practice 

With my practice I generate material to counter ‘toxic masculinity’ – what American psychologist  
Shepherd Bliss termed as the: “over aspiration for physical, sexual and intellectual dominance.”             
(Barr, 2019)  

It is estimated that globally one in three women may suffer from abuse and violence in her                  
lifetime. Despite feminist movements like #MeToo, New Zealand’s level of sexual violence                  
against women is one of the highest of the OECD countries. (Walters, 2019) 

In media platform ‘Stuffs’ #MeToo NZ column, editor Alison Mau investigates the considerable               
sexual abuse cases in New Zealand and laments the normalisation of sexual harassment.                
Mau cites the four main problems that survivors face: blaming themselves for what has happened; 
a sense of powerlessness; revictimisaton by making a complaint; and the long-term impacts                      
on their lives and careers, causing many to not make complaints as the invasive processes and 
procedures can seem more traumatising than the event. (Mau, 2019) 

How can teenagers negotiate their sexuality in these modern times? Many teenage women                   
face a quandary with sexual empowerment and getting their sexual desires met, against the 
dangers of hook-up culture with the strangers they encounter. (Mau, 2019) The 2018 murder                     
of British backpacker Grace Millane is a case in point where, after meeting a date on Tinder,        
Millane accompanied him back to his hotel and was strangled to death. Defence pressed the              
point that it was an accident, with consensual rough-sex going wrong. The high profile case                 
dominated international headlines (Keene, 2020), sensationalising details to titillate the public            
and, in the process, laid bare Millane’s entire sexual history, pushing the argument that she                    
was at least partly to blame. (Mau, 2019) 

Auckland Psychology Professor, Nicola Gavey, bemoans the gendered double standards: 

“It’s that very modern paradox where women are simultaneously expected and                  
encouraged to be sexually agentic – and then if they are, they are negatively judged,         
shamed and punished if something goes wrong.” (Mau, 2019) 
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That night it was found Millane’s killer took intimate ‘trophy-type’ photographs of her dead body 
and, like Marong (page 5), made numerous internet pornography searches on his phone. At the      
trial a previous Tinder date came forward and told the jury about her frightening encounter with                  
the accused the month before. (Stuff, 2019) Gavey recounts the sordid reality of the witness’s 
experience:  

“With his knees on the side of the bed, facing her feet, he pinned down her forearms                   
with all his weight and sat on her face with so much force that she could not breathe.                     
She was terrified she was going to die”.  (Gavey, 2019) 

The murderer was subsequently sentenced to life in prison. (Stuff, 2020) The officer in charge 
denounced rough-sex being used as courtroom defences for murder, which the UK now plans                    
to outlaw, and New Zealand’s judicial system is being asked to consider. (Keene, 2020) 

In New Zealand women who have suffered non-fatal strangulation are seven times more likely                  
to die at the hands of their partners. (Mau, 2019) A New Zealand Law Commission report declares 
that strangulation or suffocation “is a uniquely effective form of intimidation, coercion and control 
as it demonstrates he can kill”. (Gavey, 2019) Strangulation became a domestic abuse stand-alone 
offence in December 2018, and since then around six cases are reported daily in New Zealand. 
(Mau, 2019) 

It is clear the prevalence of porn that is violent, and plays with strangulation tropes and                       
non-consensuality, eroticises aggression and gets absorbed into young immature male minds. 
(Tyler, 2018) Gavey states gendered power still shapes the heterosexual landscape in these times:  

“study after study shows that both young men and young women still expect that men                  
will pressure women to have sex when they don’t want it, and to engage in sexual acts              
they are not keen on”. (Gavey, 2019) 

A 2018 report showed NZ schools are failing students around consent, pornography and                          
sexual violence education. (Franks & Reid, 2018) Alarmingly last year there were over 5 million 
attempts to access porn from school networks in just three months. Research shows that both  
male and female high school students who watch porn are more likely to believe ‘rape myths’,                 
such as the victim ‘asked for it’, and are less likely to intervene. (Solnit, 2017) But there is some              
hope ahead as government minister, Tracey Martin, plans to change laws and restrict youths’ 
access to online pornography while at school. (Hosking, 2019) 

The respectable appearance of institutions around the world is being broken. (Solnit, 2018)          
#MeToo survivor confrontations, where women don’t just tell stories of abuse but name names,                       
are ongoing in New Zealand. Recently in June, AUT management have been questioned                      
about sexual misconduct involving a professor and at least one staff member over a long period,                 
and they are being called to account about their protection of him for decades. (Mau, 2020) 
Workplace harassment is less surprising when it is known that traffic for online porn sites is               
highest during working hours. (Tyler, 2018) 
 

https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/crime/119706042/top-detective-in-grace-millane-case-says-rough-sex-should-not-be-a-defence
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/home/welcome-law-commission
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R138.pdf
https://www.routledge.com/Just-Sex-The-Cultural-Scaffolding-of-Rape-2nd-Edition/Gavey/p/book/9781138336209
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10926771.2018.1500406
https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/4/8/e004996.long
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And pressure is causing legal firms and corporates throughout New Zealand to change the 
misogynistic culture, scrutinise their processes, and adopt new strategies to close down their 
discriminatory practices and sexist behaviours. (Law Society, 2018)      
 
The power of the #MeToo movement is in its collective strength. (Mau, 2019) With more                
accounts being told, and more art projects being made that speak to these stories, youth                         
can be educated about the inequities in gender dynamics and violence, and heed warnings                              
for better survival-skills practice while exploring their sexuality on their way to adulthood.                              

In her journal article ‘Silence, Pornography and Feminist Literature’, Rebecca Solnit calls for              
women to murder the “angel in the house”, the pleasing and placating voice, in order to break                
through the silence and speak their truth about the misogynistic culture that keeps women inferior.  
(Solnit, 2017)                         

 

 

Conclusion 
 
My research question was: ‘How can photography as a medium be extended beyond realism                       
to highlight recent feminist issues in New Zealand?’  
 
In summary I have done this by taking a recent example of corporate sexual harassment,   
prominent in New Zealand media. By creating a tension between play and photography’s                   
life-like characteristics, I subverted the traditionally prurient path that these stories                   
usually follow, to create a narrative of female empowerment. It is important to note there                          
are many examples like this one that occur in various work places around the country.  
 
New Zealand’s art galleries are reluctant to show any overt work that critiques sexual violence.                                       
By creating this photobook, which is more curious in its approach to work I’ve made in the past,                      
I hope to avoid censorship and keep the conversation going about the link with sadistic 
pornography and violent male sexuality.  

It is my view that typical pornography subjugates women. Rebecca Solnit expounds: 

“The mainstream product... seems more about the eroticization of power than the                        
power of eros. Much in it that is described as heterosexual has a homoerotics of                   
masculine triumph; it’s like a sport in which the excitement is that women are                              
endlessly defeated”. (Solnit, 2017) 

While sexual predators continue to groom and abuse women, there are more projects to be made. 
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Ethical Considerations 

Although this project did not require ethics approval, I considered the effect my work                            
would have on survivors of sexual harassment. While my photography has a critical intention                  
no direct references were made to either perpetrators or sufferers.  
 
According to Syracuse associate professor of newspaper & online journalism Seth Gitner,                 
ethical photography needs to be non-exploitative to vulnerable subjects, while helping them                     
to advance their stories. (Murabayashi, 2017)  
    
The victims of sexual predators have to live with the trauma inflicted upon them for the rest                         
of their lives. (Doring, 2017) (Nussbaum, 2017) With my representations of events that happened, 
and the transformation of the narrative to women making the predators accountable, some   
healing could be brought to survivors.  
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Appendix 1 - ‘Standing in the Light’ (2017) short documentary 

                                                                                                 
Screenshot from ‘Standing in the Light’ (2017) by Sheryl Campbell 

Feminist issues have become more urgent with the rise of the Internet. Our children are growing        
up in a world where information is so readily, so freely and so easily available to them in every 
aspect of their life. Access to this vast content is valuable, but there is also a large mass of 
questionable content online that can be accessed simply by typing into a search bar. Even young 
children logging on to the Internet can be exposed to unwanted pop up pornography that is 
increasingly depicting extreme abuse of women.  

Pornography impacts on the development of how teenagers develop sexually and how they think     
of women. Most extreme hardcore pornography objectifies women, glorifying rape scenarios 
through showing sex acts with women who are passed out, who are tied up and who are saying no. 
This normalises abnormal situations and blurs the lines of consent which is a danger to teenagers 
exploring their sexuality and these behaviours are hard to unlearn. 
 
It is concerning to think about the quality of the relationships these teenagers will have in later life. 
Some young people get their sexual education from pornography. They're missing out on sharing 
the joy of sex with their partner; it becomes mechanical sex where they're trying to imitate what 
they see in pornography. A rich relationship requires sharing and mutuality a quality that’s missing          
in pornographic sex acts. 
 
Easy access to pornography perpetuates rape culture in our society. It has become not just a 
feminist issue but a humanist issue. Young men can be educated to be fine role models and 
challenge these misogynistic attitudes by standing up, speaking out and behaving like good men. 
Yet we live in a society where women are blamed for rape because of what they wore, or how much 
alcohol they drank, or who they went out with. We need to confront this rape culture and educate 
our young people. 
(Morris, 2017) 

 

 

Excerpts from interviews and discussions with Leonie Morris of the Auckland Women’s Centre for 
my ‘Standing in the Light’ (2017) short documentary. This project was completed as part of my 
BDVA undergraduate degree. 
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Appendix 2 – Incidents referred to in droplet, featured as a full page towards the end of the book. 

                                                                                       
Untitled from Zoe Lawton’s ‘#MeToo Blog’ (2018)  

 

New Zealand’s corporate boardrooms are top heavy with men in positions of authority. Although 
half of our law graduates are women, many leave the legal profession citing a culture of male 
entitlement and abuse of power. 

Over 1400 NZ women in the legal profession make contact with law firm committees about sexist 
behaviours each year. The NZ Law Society’s survey found one third of female lawyers had 
experienced sexual harassment at work. The majority of claims were perpetrated by males in senior 
roles and survivors’ accounts were often brushed aside, minimised, ignored or not believed. 

The international #MeToo movement, which calls out sexual harassment, was slow to surface in 
New Zealand due to its restrictive defamation laws. Survivors were reluctant to speak out for fear of 
being blacklisted in New Zealand’s small corporate microcosm.  

One of the first claims came to light in February 2018 when several students, who were on 
internships at a top law firm, reported having been sexually assaulted by senior partners.  

An anonymous blog was set up to provide a platform for more survivors to come forward about 
their own suffering with sexual misconduct, bullying and discrimination ingrained in the legal 
profession. 

A new recruit claimed a senior solicitor had pressured her, saying "if I did not have sex with him, he 
would tell everyone that I had anyway, so I may as well just do it.” Another declared, “themed 
drinks were the worst...you soon learnt not to go back to your desk on the lower floors as that’s 
where they went for sex.” A third came forward to say, “a client asked me to sit on his lap and call 
him Daddy, I reacted negatively. I was told off by the partner because the client always comes first.” 

Pressure is causing legal firms and corporates throughout New Zealand to change the misogynistic 
culture, scrutinise their processes, and adopt new strategies to close down these discriminatory 
practices and sexist behaviours.               

                                   

(Chiang, 2018) (Harris, 2018) (Gordon, 2018) (Law Society, 2018) (Lawton, 2018) (Newshub, 2018) 
(Scotcher, 2018)  
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